Script for [Confidential]

[Confidential] Enterprise - Bringing Your Business to Your Fingertips!
Worried about maintaining empowerment and engagement at the workplace?
[Confidential] is an enterprise level ERP solution that enhances collaboration and connectivity with the
help of a web and mobile application. With a social media interface, [Confidential] Enterprise ensures
you are always connected to your business whenever you want and wherever you are.
No need to worry about cross departmental interaction – [Confidential] keeps you connected and
overcomes the barriers of distance and time for better productivity and even better profits.
With [Confidential] Enterprise you can get a centralized feed from all users in your company and send
personal messages and feedback, view graphical insights and multimedia library and get one touch
access to employee and team profiles. [Confidential] makes processes more transparent, giving you
better control over project management and scheduling. Developed entirely with a user-friendly social
technology, no additional training is needed for deployment which calls for better time management
and employee satisfaction.
Visit [Confidential].org today or call us for more details about [Confidential] Enterprise.
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1.

Screen shows an SME level company boss sitting in his office. He is
very worried about the productivity at his firm which is due to lack
of communication and collaboration. He is looking outside his
door where team members are not interacting with each other,
the departments are too far away, etc.

Worried about maintaining
empowerment and engagement
at the workplace?

2.

He picks up his phone as it pings. The [Confidential] Enterprise app [Confidential] is an enterprise
is shown in his phone. He taps on the logo and the main screen
level ERP solution that enhances
appears.
collaboration and connectivity
with the help of a web and mobile
application.

3.

Screen now shows various scenarios where the [Confidential]
enterprise can be used. The boss is at a coffee shop while he
checks his files. Another employee views progress on a project
while he is on a date (sneak peeks into phone from behind the
menu). Another employee is baking a cake at home when her
desktop PC in the hallway pings with a message, she goes there
and gets the task completed with the mixing bowl in her hand.

[Confidential] Enterprise ensures
you are always connected to your
business whenever you want and
wherever you are
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4.

Screen shows a graphical hierarchy of a company with various
departments getting connected to each other with the help of
[Confidential] Enterprise.

No need to worry about cross
departmental interaction –
[Confidential] keeps you
connected and overcomes the
barriers of distance and time for
better productivity and even
better profits.

5.

Each feature is shown individually on different computer screens.
The time feed. The leaves panel. The insights panel. The
multimedia library with images, videos etc. The individual profiles
of team members. At every menu a finger is shown tapping or
swiping to indicate one click action for every request.

With [Confidential] you can get a
centralized feed from all users in
your company and send personal
messages and feedback, view
graphical insights and multimedia
library and get one touch access
to employee and team profiles.

6.

Screen shows advantages of [Confidential] Enterprise listed with a
graphical representation of each.

[Confidential] Enterprise makes
processes more transparent,
giving you better control over
project management and
scheduling.

Streamline internal communications – Screen shows multiple
employees getting connected to each other with arrows.
Screen wipes out.
Engage employees in an exciting way – The time feed is shown to
elaborate the exciting features of the solution.
Screen wipes out.
Increase productivity and business growth. A rising graph appears
with the happy profiles of employees and statistics, successful
projects completed etc. area shown in the background
Screen wipes out.
7.

Screen now shows the social media layout of the solution, with all
the employee profiles getting connected to each other
simultaneously.

Developed entirely with a userfriendly social technology, no
additional training is needed for
deployment which calls for better
time management and employee
satisfaction.
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8.

Screen shows the smart phone with a finger swiping away
different menus, each highlighting a particular feature of
[Confidential] Enterprise.

Bring the enterprise advantage to
your reach!

9.

Screen wipes out and the contact details with logo appear on
screen.

Visit [Confidential].com today or
call us for more details about
[Confidential] Enterprise.

